2 Oct. 1830

Sir,

In reply to your letter of 13 ult.,

A person coming from another college must bring a certificate that his connections with it have honorably dissolved, and that he has a good moral character.

He may then be examined here, if he is admitted to subscribe as an examination, he shall be found entitled to take.

No rank in another college is taken as an equivalent, or as evidence of title to the same, or any rank, here. His admission depends on his examination or of required studies.

Equivalent books are sometimes admitted, but studies in books used in advanced classes, but studies in books used in advanced classes, are never admitted as equivalents. Admission to inferior classes is about $150 per annum; beneficaries, the expense is about $190 per annum. Scholarships and conduct never exceed $50. Place in any class.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

Walter Parker
Cambridge Oct 4 - 5

Mr Peter Parker

Framingham